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1. (a) Describe briefly the following types of decision making situations, stating two 
criteria

that can be applied to analyze each situation.
(i) decision making under certainty
(ii) decision making under risk
(iii) decision making under uncertainty

(b) Enny Nigeria Limited is considering acquiring a warehouse to store its goods for 
future demand. The payoff table with decision alternative (facility size) against 
events (possible future demand) is shown below:

Profit from Future demand (Nm)
Alternative Low Moderate High
Small facility 50 50 60
Medium facility 30 100 80
Large facility 10 140 10

Advise the management on the best decision using the criteria:
(i) maximax criterion (ii) maximin criterion
(iii) minimax regret criterion (iv) equally likely criterion

2. (a) State the main stages in operational research methodology.
(b)   A real estate in Abuja is considering three investments: a guest house, a 

restaurant and
a theater. Profits from each investment will be affected by the number of tourists 

visiting
Abuja. The table below reflects the payoffs that could result from each 

investment:

Profits (Nmillion)
Investment Low Medium High
Guesthouse 0.8 1.5 2.0
Restaurant    0.3 0.8 0.6 
Theatre   0.6 0.6 0.7

Determine the best investment using the following decision criteria.
(i) Maximax (ii) Maximin (iii) Minimax Regret
(iv) Laplaces principle

3. A firm has developed a new product X. They can either test the market or abandom the 
project.

The details are stated thus. Test market costs N650,000; likely outcomes are favourable
with probability 0.8 or failure with probability 0.2. If favourable, they could either 

abandon
or produce it when demand is anticipated to be

Probability Loss/Profit (Nm
Low 0.25 -1.0
Medium 0.6 1.5
High 0.15 4.5

If test market indicates failure the project would be abandoned. Abandonment at any 
stage

results in a gain of N400,000 from special machinery used.
(a) Draw a decision tree showing all details

(b) Analyze the decision tree and recommend what the firm should do.

4. (a) Differentiate between suiking fund and amortization.

(b) After making a down payment of N100,000 for an automobile, Mr. Kunle pays 
N10,000

monthly for 24 months with interest charged at 12% per year compounded 
monthly

on the unpaid balance. Determine the original cost of the car.

(c) Chief Okoli invested a sum of N50,000 every month for10 years into an account
at the rate of 12% per year compounded monthly . Calculate the amounts at the 

end of
the 10th year.

5. (a) What is decision theory? State the major division of decision theory.

(b) State the stages in decision making process 

(c) A firm is considering to purchase a van to convey its product to distributors. The 
payoffs

of alternatives against future demand is shown in the table below:

          Profit from future demand (Nm)
Alternative Low Moderate High
Small sized van -60 60 80
Medium sized van -25 110 120
Large sized van -10 130 150
Probabilities 0.1 0.3 0.6

Advice the management on the most appropriate decision using each of the following
criteria.
(i) expected value (ii) maximax (iii) minimax

6. (a) Define the following types of matrices, giving one example each.
(i) identity matrix (ii) diagonal matrix
(iii) symmetric matrix (iv) column vector

(b) If  A  = 3 x y and B  = 1 3 2 and
1 5 4 z 2 1

A + B 6 5 8 , find the values of x, y and z.
10 -4 20

(c) Find the values of k for which
K 0 2 = 16
3 -1 4
6 2k 0
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